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PSI 428 

Attentional Processes 

Week 2.2b 

Theories of  Attention 

Learning Objectives 

• Understanding the information processing 

approach in cognitive psychology 

• Learning basic theories of  attention 

• The homonculus problem 

• Learning fundemental methods of  attention 

research 

Classical Theories of  Attention 

• When (at which point of  the information processing 

system) does the selection ocur? 

• Early vs. Late 

• Early Selection Theories vs. Late Selection Theories 

 

The role of  «Attention» in 

Information Processing 
• Broadbend 1958 

• If  the nervous system is a single channel 

limited capacity information processing 

system, then 

• The limited capacity requires a selective 

filter 

• Protects system from overload 

• Only passes some small, selected portion of  

incoming inormation 

Classical Theories of  Attention 

• Broadbent’s Filter Theory (1958) is an early selection 
theory 

• Certain physical attributes (e.g. location, loudness etc. ) of  all 
stimuli are analyzed and represented.  

• A filtering process selects which stimuli are to be processed 
further. 

• Selection works on the basis of  the simple physical 
representations of  the stimuli.  

• The early does not refer time, but sequence of  processing 
stages  
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Early Selection Theory 

 Figure 1 of Pashler, H. E. (1998). The psychology of attention. Cambridge, MA: MIT press. 

Implications of  Early Selection 

Theory 

• Implications of  the early theory for the time course of  

processing two stimuli, of  which only one is deliberately 

attended; and both of  them are attended.    

• Perceptual processes operates in parallel (different input 

can be processes independently at the same time) 

• Identification process occur serially, one at a time 

• Selection is before the stage of  identification. Perceptual 

selection can be consantrated or distributed.  

 

 

 

 

Late Selection Theory 

 Modified from Figure 2 of Pashler, H. E. (1998). The psychology of attention. Cambridge, MA: MIT press. 

Implications of  Late Selection 

Theory 

• Familiar objects are recognized unselectively and in 
parallel 

• One cannot voluntarily choose to recognize or 
identify something  

• Selective processing begins after stimuli is 
“identified” by the mind. 

• All stimuli is analyzed independent of  the attentional 
system 
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Implications of  Late Selection 

Theory 

 

Implications of  Late Selection 

Theory 

• The claim is not 
that that all stimuli 
are recognized.  

 

• Stimuli may not be 
recognized for 
some other 
reasons other than 
attention. 

 
Naotake Murayama, "Hirame Sashimi" September 29, 2005 via 

Flickr, Creative Commons Attribution. 

 

Alternative Theories 

• The compromise between early and late selection  

• Filter-Attenuation Theory 

• Graded Capacity Sharing  

Filter-Attenuation Theory 

• Treisman 

• Rejected stimuli filtered out partially, not completely 

• Rejected stimuli do not accumulate enough evidence 
to reach the threshold of  recognition 

• When the representations of  the rejected stimuli 
were already activated, the attenuated information  
might be sufficient to complete the recognition 
process (i.e. priming) 

Alternative Theories 

• Filter-Attenuation Theory 
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Graded Capacity Sharing  

• Recognizing stimuli takes mental capacity or 

resources 

• The total amount of  this capacity is limited. 

• A given task requires a fixed amount of  work 

•  work = capacity * time 

• Sharing this capacity equally between two processes 

will double the time required for each. 

 

Alternative Theories 

• Graded 

Capacity 

Sharing  

 

How does capacity sharing relate to 

early and late selection theory? 

• What happens to unattended stimuli?  

• Does unattended stimuli use/grab any capacity? 

• Capacity sharing is consistent with both early and late 

selection theories 

• One can combine capacity sharing Treisman’s 

attenuation theory in unlimited ways.   

 

 

How does capacity sharing relate to 

early and late selection theory? 

• Perceptual load theory: Nilli Lavie 

• Selection depends on capacity of  perceptual channel and 
perceptual load:  

• If  the amount of  information is beyond the capacity of  
perceptual channel(s) then unattended information is not 
perceived (early selection).   

• If  the amount of  information is smaller than the capacity 
of  perceptual channel(s) then unattended information is 
perceived (late selection).   

 


